11-28 SHORT DESCRIPTION CATALOG

1. WATERFORD MARQUIS PATTERN CANDLE HOLDERS - 2 ITEMS
2. DISNEY BISQUE "DUMBO" FIGURINE
3. DISNEY HALLMARK "MICKEY & MINNIE" FIGURINE
4. DISNEY SHOWCASE COLLECTIBLE "ROYAL ROMANCE"
5. "TINKER BELL" LASER CUT CUBE ON A LIGHTED BASE
6. FOOTED TRIFLE BOWL W/ LID
7. SET OF DOUBLE 6 DOMINOES IN A WOODEN BOX
8. FITZ & FLOYD "TOM TURKEY" SOUP TUREEN W/ LADLE
9. METAL CANDLE HOLDERS W/ CANDLES - SET OF 3
10. BISQUE DISNEY "MICKEY MOUSE" BANK & TALKING "DONALD DUCK" FIGURES - 2 ITEMS
11. "ELVIS" & TRACTOR MUGS - 5 ITEMS
12. WALT DISNEY "SHOWCASE COLLECTION" FIGURINE "LUCKY IN LOVE" Dalmation Dog
13. WATERFORD "MARQUIS" PATTERN CANDLE STICKS - PAIR
14. TRUMPET SHAPED BRASS TABLE LAMPS - PAIR
15. FONTANINI NATIVITY SET - 16 PCS.
16. FITZ & FLOYD GREGORIAN SANTA PITCHER
17. FITZ & FLOYD "FRENCH MARKET" VEGETABLE & DIP PLATTER W/ BOX
18. FITZ & FLOYD RABBIT TEA POT & COVERED BOX - 2 ITEMS
19. FITZ & FLOYD "SANTA & TOYS" MUSICAL FIGURINE
20. WOOD & ETCHED PLASTIC BACKGAMMON SET
21. ORIGINAL ERZGEBIRGE WOODEN NUTCRACKERS - 4 ITEMS
22. FITZ & FLOYD "SNOWY WOODS" PLATTER
23. 5 PC. DECORATOR BATHROOM ACCESSORIES SET
24. ERTL "1949 MERCURY" DIE CAST CAR
25. FITZ & FLOYD "OLD FASHIONED XMAS" TEA POT
26. PEACOCKS & BRASS VASE W/ STAND - 4 ITEMS
27. LENOX DONKEY FIGURINE
28. OLD WORLD SANTA FIGURE & STYROFOAM REINDEER FIGURE - 2 ITEMS
29. GROUP OF CHRISTMAS CANDLES - 8 ITEMS
30. ANDREA & AVON DUCK FIGURINES - 8 ITEMS
31. MINIATURE CHRISTMAS DECORATIVE ITEMS - 10 TOTAL
32. MODERN WOOD & GLASS ETERGERE
33. MR. & MRS. CLAUS ANIMATED SET - 2 ITEMS
34. GLASS & BRASS FIRE SCREEN
35. UPHOLSTERED SEAT SIDE CHAIR
36. BRASS DECORATOR TABLE LAMP W/ BLACK PANELED SHADE
CARVED TOP DECORATIVE BOX
DECORATOR METAL & WOOD ARM CHAIR
WICKER & WOOD MAGAZINE HOLDER
DECORATOR BEVELED EDGE WALL MIRROR
BLUE HERON AUDUBON PRINT
PATTERNED TIN FRENCH STYLE FOYER TABLE
MAPLE 4 DRAWER RETRO DESK & RUSH BOTTOM CHAIR
MODERN TORCHIERE LARGE LAMP
IVY TOPIARY IN A WOODEN PLANter
BOMBAY CO. MAHOGANY FERN STAND
BRASS ADJUSTABLE TYPE FLOOR LAMPS - 2 ITEMS
MAPLE RETRO LAMP TABLE
ITALIAN STYLE WALL FRESCO
UPHOLSTERED EXECUTIVE CHAIR
CHEF SANTA CLAUS FIGURE
LENOX HOLIDAY HURRICANE CANDLE HOLDER.
FITZ & FLOYD PORCELAIN REINDEER
MIRA 1/18TH MODEL SCALE DIE CAST CAR. 1955 BUICK CENTURY
DECORATED CHRISTMAS WREATH
MARINE CORPS GAMES & INSIGNIA ITEMS.
LARGE DECORATIVE STANDING OLD TIME SANTA
RUFFONI COPPER COOK POTS - 4 ITEMS
BAKERY CHEF FIGURINE SANTA.
FITZ & FLOYD REINDEER
FITZ & FLOYD KNEELING CHRISTMAS REINDEER
REVELL 1/18TH DIE CAST 1955 THUNDERBIRD
LENOX METAL TURKEY TRAY.
SOLIDO 1/18TH SCALE DIE CAST FORD V8 PICKUP TRUCK.
FITZ & FLOYD HOLIDAY REINDEER.
ARTIFICIAL BIRCH TREE IN BLACK WEIGHTED PLANter.
A CHERUB SCULPTURE
WINE MOTIF 48" X 30" AREA RUG
MOSAIC COLORFUL LARGE PLANter
SEASHELL FOSSIL TOP ON METAL BASE FOYER/SOFA TABLE
CLAY TURTLE SHAPED PLANter
GLAZED STONEWARE SHALLOW PLANter
ROUND MOSAIC DESIGN OCCASIONAL TABLE
SUN & MOON FLOOR VASE W/ ARRANGEMENT
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75  VINTAGE 1953 SINGER FEATHERWEIGHT SEWING MACHINE W/ CASE
76  MAISTO "INDIAN CHIEF" ROADMASTER DIE CASE 1/10TH SCALE BIKE IN
    THE BOX
77  DON JULIO 1942 TEQUILA BOTTLE IN DISPLAY BOX
78  TRIANGLE POTTERY VASE & IRON STAND
79  EASTLAKE STYLE SMALL HALL STAND
80  CORINTHIAN COLUMN PEDESTAL
81  LEOPARD PRINT OTTOMANS - 2 ITEMS
82  FOUR PANEL JUNGLE SCENE FOLDING SCREEN
83  TIGER & CHEETAH FRAMED PRINTS - 2
84  SKIRTED VANITY ARM CHAIR
85  LARGE BEOVELED DECORATOR WALL MIRROR
86  GRAPEVINE WREATH W/ CARDINALS & GREENERY
87  HOWARD MILLER MOON DIAL GRANDFATHER CLOCK
88  ARTIFICIAL FLORAL ARRANGEMENT IN A TALL GLASS VASE
89  ENGLISH TEA TROLLEY W/ SLIDING TRAY
90  BLACK & GOLD FRENCH CLASSIC STYLE DECORATOR WALL MIRROR
91  DECORATOR TIN CONE PLANTER IN A METAL STAND
92  RED CLAY SUNBURST PLANTER W/ ARTIFICIAL JADE TREE
93  DECORATOR HIGH BACK ARM CHAIR
94  ROUND END TABLE W/ HEAVY METAL BASE
95  DECORATOR FLOOR LAMP W/ SILK FRINGED SHADE
96  ROUND ORIENTAL AREA RUG
97  "THE GYMNAST" BRASS SCULPTURE
98  DECORATOR FRENCH STYLE FOYER CABINET W/ OPEN WORK DESIGN
99  ORIENTAL FLOOR VASE
100 FAUX MARBLE SCULPTURE BASE
101 IVY BALL ON A METAL STAND GARDEN ART
102 BRASS FRENCH FIREPLACE FENDER
103 MIRIAM RAGAN "ARTIST" FRAMED OIL ON BOARD
104 MODERN "NUCLEUS" DESIGN 8 ARM LIGHT FIXTURE
105 CAST IRON DECORATIVE CANDLE HOLDER
106 ANTIQUE OAK ENGLISH CANE BACK SOFA
107 TRAY TABLE FLOOR LAMP
108 VELOUR CHRISTMAS THEMED LAP THROWS - 2 ITEMS
109 MEDIEVAL IRON HANGING CANDLE HOLDER
110 MODERN BEIGE OTTOMAN
111 DECORATOR PLANTER W/ ARTIFICIAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS
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112 RETRO 1960'S CAST ALUMINUM CHAIRS - 2 ITEMS
113 WHITE BRASS ROUND PATIO TABLE W/ MIRRORED TOP
114 5 GALLON VINTAGE STONEWARE JUG
115 100 CAMPBELL'S BEEF NOODLE SOUP CANS WARHOL PRINT
116 WESTERN STONEWARE VINTAGE 5 GALLON CROC
117 METAL POTTING TABLE
118 CUSTOM MADE OAK WINE CABINET ON CASTERS
119 ORIENTAL STYLE WALNUT COFFEE TABLE
120 "OLD MILL " PRINT BY GLYNDRA TURLEY
121 MODERN 2 CUSHION PILLOW BACK SOFA
122 MEXICAN PUNCHED & PATTERNED TIN CHEVAL MIRROR
123 ANNA LEE CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS W/ WEIGHTED STOCKING HOLDER - 4 ITEMS
124 LIGHTED CURIO CABINET
125 DECORATOR URN PRINT IN A GOLD TONE FRAME
126 IONIC STYLE COLUMN PEDESTAL
127 IRON & TIN MEDIEVAL WALL MOUNTED CANDLE HOLDER
128 METAL DECORATOR VASE W/ ARTIFICIAL GREENERY
129 QUEEN ANNE LEGGED TABLE W/ OCTAGONAL TOP BY CRAFT MART
130 WHIPPET DOG DECORATOR PRINT
131 LION DECORATOR PRINT IN AN ORNATE FRAME
132 BLACK & WHITE DESIGN MODERN COFFEE TABLE
133 "HIMALAYAN RABBITS EATING CABBAGE" DECORATOR FRAMED PRINT
134 ORIENTAL PORCELAIN LAMP W/ SQUARE SHADE
135 " WHITE ARABIAN STALLION W/ DOCKED TAIL" DECORATOR FRAMED PRINT
136 MODERN MILITARY STYLE NUTCRAKERS - 3 ITEMS
137 HOOKER FURNITURE KIDNEY SHAPED FOYER CABINET
138 BEVELED EDGE DECORATOR WALL MIRROR
139 PARROT DECORATOR LAMP
140 DECORATOR SHELF CLOCK
141 COLORFUL PARROT PRINTS - 2 ITEMS
142 WHITE & GOLD PARROT DECORATOR LAMP
143 COLORFUL PARAKEETS HAND COLORED PLATE ETCHINGS - 4 ITEMS
144 DANISH MODERN 6 DRAWER CHEST
145 PARROT THEMED DECORATOR FLOOR LAMP
146 ELEPHANT THEMED POTTERY VASE W/ CURLY WILLOW & REED ARRANGEMENT
147 METAL PLANT STANDS W/ BASKET HOLDERS - 2 ITEMS
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148 DECORATOR MODERN HORSE HEAD SCULPTURE
149 FITZ & FLOYD CHRISTMAS DEER PATTERN SOUP TUREEN W/ LADLE IN THE BOX
150 ANNALEE SANTA CLAUS DOLL
151 NUTCRACKER FIGURES - 3 ITEMS
152 ANNALEE CAT & MOUSE W/ MISTLETOE
153 CERAMIC 2 PC. LIGHT UP CHRISTMAS TREE
154 DECORATOR FLOOR VASE W/ CURLEY WILLOW, PINE CONES & BRANCHES
155 METAL OPEN WORK TOP PATIO TABLE
156 "HOLD EM" POKER THEMED $50 CHIP RUG
157 FITZ & FLOYD RABBIT SOUP TUREEN W/ LADLE
158 NUTCRACKER MUSICIAN CANDLE HOLDERS - SET OF 3
159 FITZ & FLOYD VENEZIA PHEASANT SHAPED SOUP TUREEN W/ LADLE & BOX
160 DECORATOR 4 DRAWER FOYER CHEST
161 IRON DECORATOR VASE STANDS - 3 ITEMS
162 ARTIFICIAL FICUS TREE IN A DECORATOR BASKET
163 RUFFONI ITALIAN COPPERWARE ITEMS - 2PCS.
164 RUFFONI HAND HAMMERED COPPER COOK WARE - 2 PCS.
165 DECORATOR GARDEN ANGEL
166 DECORATIVE URN W/ LID
167 DECORATOR FRAMED & MATTED PRINTS - 2 ITEMS
168 LARGE POTTERY PLANTER & IRON STAND
169 COLLECTIBLE SNOW GLOBES - 3 ITEMS
170 MAHOGANY BED STEPS
171 ANNALEE REINDEER W/ MAIL POUCHES
172 DECORATOR CHAIR SIDE TABLE W/ TIGER STRIPE FINISH
173 MOON & SUN FACE FLOOR VASE
174 PICKLED WOOD COFFEE TABLE W/ RECESSED TOP & GLASS PROTECTIVE COVER
175 WALNUT ANTIQUE ARM CHAIR
176 ROMAN COLUMN STYLE PEDESTAL
177 STONEWARE PLANTER
178 RED CLAY PLANTER
179 JOCKEY & RIDER BRONZE STATUE ON A MARBLE DISPLAY BASE
180 MARBLE FOYER TABLE W/ LION BODY LEGS
181 CHALK PAINTED FLOOR LAMP W/ LADIES BUST TOP
182 FITZ & FLOYD " ROOSTER" PATTERN COQ DU VILLAGE SERIES ITEMS - 2
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PCS.
183 FITZ & FLOYD PUMPKIN SOUP TUREEN W/ LADLE IN THE BOX
184 GENUINE OPAL GEM STONES - 3 ITEMS
185 GENUINE BLUE TOPAZ GEM STONE
186 GENUINE SAPPHIRE GEMSTONE
187 GENUINE OVAL MOONSTONE GEMSTONE
188 GENUINE EMERALD GEMSTONE
189 DISNEY SHOWCASE PRECIOUS MOMENTS "TIGGER" BISQUE 2011 FIGURINE
190 DISNEY TRADITIONS "MICKEY MOUSE" FIGURINE
191 DECORATOR TABLE LAMP
192 YOUNG GIRL FIGURINE
193 MAHOGANY INLAID TOP LAMP TABLE W/ SLIDING BEVERAGE SHELF
194 CHRISTMAS SNOW GLOBES - 3 ITEMS
195 MAHOGANY LAMP TABLE W/ GREEN MARBLE TOP
196 WROUGHT IRON 6 ARM MODERN FLOOR STANDING CANDELABRAS - 2 ITEMS
197 WATERFORD CRYSTAL SANTA CLAUS SCULPTURE W/ ORIGINAL BOX
198 FITZ & FLOYD 2005 SANTA CLAUS FIGURE W/ BOX
199 DEPT. 56 REVOLVING JEWELED CHRISTMAS TREE MUSIC BOX
200 LENOX HOLIDAY SANTA PITCHER W/ BOX
201 DISNEY GANG AT THE CASTLE BANK
202 FRENCH CHAIR SIDE TABLE
203 ADJUSTABLE ARM FLOOR LAMP
204 FRANKOMA COWBOY BOOT & HORSESHOE BOOK ENDS - PAIR
205 MODERN DESIGN ASH TRAYS - 2 ITEMS
206 " LIBERTY" PETER MAX FRAMED PRINT
207 SIMULATED ALLIGATOR SKIN 5 PC. DESK SET - MARKED DACASSO, BRASS LETTER OPENER SC
208 MODERN DECORATOR DAVENPORT DESK
209 MODERN TORCHIERE FLOOR LAMP
210 MODERN UPHOLSTERED CHAIR & 1/2
211 BOMBAY CO. QUEEN ANNE CHAIR SIDE TABLE
212 POTTERY VASES - 3 ITEMS
213 WALNUT 2 DRAWER LOW CHEST
214 LARGE DECORATOR ARM CHAIR
215 ARTIFICIAL PALM TREE
216 INDIA BRASS DESK ACCESSORY SET - 6 PCS.
217 DECORATOR TABLE LAMP W/ TAPESTRY LOOK SHADE
DECORATOR LAMP TABLE W/ SIMULATED SLATE TOP
KRAVET FURNITURE UPHOLSTERED CLUB CHAIRS - 2 ITEMS
DECORATOR BEVELED WALL MIRROR
CINDY CRAWFORD UPHOLSTERED CHAIR & OTTOMAN
LEAD CRYSTAL VASE W/ SPRAYS OF ARTIFICIAL ORCHIDS
DECORATOR BEDSIDE CHEST
MAYO FURNITURE CO. ARM CHAIR & OTTOMAN
ROUND ROOSTER THEMED CLOCK W/ BUILT IN STAND
LANE FURNITURE CO. CHAIR SIDE TABLE
FALL GRAPEVINE WREATHS & DECOR ITEMS - 8 PCS.
LARGE BIRD CAGE ON CASTERS
HEAVY GAUGE BIRD CAGE ON CASTERS
LARGE DAY PERCH ON CASTERS
SMALLER WIRE BIRD CAGE
LARGE DAY PERCH ON CASTERS
LARGE DAY PERCH ON CASTERS
LARGE DAY PERCH ON CASTERS
LARGE DAY PERCH ON CASTERS
LARGE CLAY PLANTER
WOODEN BIRD PERCH & FEEDING TREE ON CASTERS
LP GAS DEEP FRYER W/ STAND & BASKET
LARGE BIRD PERCH TREE & FEEDER ON CASTERS
LIGHTED CHRISTMAS SLEIGH W/ 2 HUSKIES
KENMORE POWER MATE CANISTER VACUUM CLEANER
IRON WEIGHTED BASE PATIO TORCH
LARGE BOXES OF LARGE BULB CHRISTMAS LIGHTS - 3 ITEMS
BBURAGO DIE CAST 1937 JAGUAR CAR IN THE BOX
DISNEY CHARACTER FIGURINES - 5 TOTAL
GORHAM SILVER PLATED BUTTER DISHES & ROGERS SILVER PLATED CRANBERRY TRAY- 3 ITE
MAISTO MERCEDES BENZ "A " CLASS DIE CAST CAR IN THE BOX
WILLIAM ROGERS SILVER PLATE DEMITASSE SPOONS - 6 TOTAL
HOLIDAY TIME GLASS SANTA FIGURE
BRASS FLOOR LAMP W/ SATIN GLASS GLOBE
MAISTO 1959 JAGUAR DIE CAST CAR
MIRA 1950 CHEVY CARRYALL SUBURBAN DIE CAST TRUCK
MIRA 1953 CHEVY 3100 PICK UP TRUCK
FITZ & FLOYD VENEZIA COLLECTION CANAPE PLATE
FITZ & FLOYD OVAL ROOSTER PLATTER
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255 CUISINART PREP II FOOD PROCESSOR
256 BEVELED DECORATOR WALL MIRROR
257 CHEF SANTA FIGURE & "THE GINGER BREAD MAKER" NUTCRACKER - 2 ITEMS
258 CHRISTMAS THEMED QUILTS - 2 ITEMS
259 CASSEROLE DISHES - 2 ITEMS
260 SILVER PLATED 5 PC. TEA SERVICE
261 MIRA "1953" CHEVROLET PICKUP DIE CAST TRUCK IN THE BOX
262 SANTA COOKIE JAR BY BECCA BARTON & CHRISTMAS DOG BOWL - 2 ITEMS
263 MIRA "1953 CORVETTE CONVERTIBLE" DIE CAST CAR IN THE BOX
264 FITZ & FLOYD "DEER LIDDED BOX"
265 HORSE RACING THEMED ITEMS & MARDI GRAS ITEMS - 7 PCS.
266 FITZ & FLOYD CANAPE PLATES - 2 ITEMS
267 FITZ & FLOYD RIMMED BOWL
268 ERTL "1957 CHEVROLET BELAIR" DIE CAST CAR
269 MAISTO "2002 FORD THUNDERBIRD" SPECIAL EDITION DIE CAST CAR IN THE BOX
270 MAISTO "MUSTANG MACH III" DIE CAST CAR IN THE BOX
271 SANTA FIGURES - 2 ITEMS
272 BLACK & WHITE HOBBY HORSE
273 ANNALEE CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS - 4 ITEMS
274 DECORATOR BATHROOM ACCESSORIES - 3 PCS.
275 ROAD LEGENDS " 1957 FORD COURIER SEDAN DELIVERY" DIE CAST TRUCK IN THE BOX
276 BEY-BERK LEATHER CASED TRAVEL BAR
277 MIRA "1953 CHEVROLET PICK UP" DIE CAST TRUCK
278 ERTL AMERICAN MUSCLE "1978 DODGE LIL' PED TRUCK" DIE CAST TRUCK IN THE BOX
279 ROAD LEGENDS "1949 COUPE DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE" DIE CAST CAR IN THE BOX
280 FITZ & FLOYD LEAF DESIGN PLATTER W/ BOX
281 BAKING ITEMS - 3 PCS.
282 CAST IRON CHRISTMAS TREE STAND
283 DISNEY WINNIE THE POOH & PIGLET FIGURINE & PEANUTS LUCY "HAPPINESS" HALLMARK
284 REVELL " 1965 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE" DIE CAST CAR IN THE BOX
285 LENOX "HOLIDAY" PATTERN TREAT BOWL IN THE BOX
286 MAISTO " 1959 CADILLAC EL DORADO BIARRITZ" CONVERTIBLE DIE CAST CAR IN THE BOX -
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>MIRA &quot;1964 1/2 MUSTANG &quot; DIE CAST CAR IN THE BOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>288</td>
<td>COWBOY &amp; OLD WORLD WINE MERCHANT SANTA FIGURES - 2 ITEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>289</td>
<td>DISNEY THEMED COFFEE MUGS - 13 TOTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>FITZ &amp; FLOYD &quot;GREGORIAN&quot; COLLECTION CREAM &amp; SUGAR SET IN THE BOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291</td>
<td>ROAD LEGENDS &quot; 1948 FORD F-1&quot; PICKUP DIE CAST TRUCK IN THE BOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>FITZ &amp; FLOYD LANTERN SHAPED CANDLE HOLDER IN THE BOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>293</td>
<td>FITZ &amp; FLOYD SALT &amp; PEPPER SET IN THE BOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294</td>
<td>FITZ &amp; FLOYD GREGORIAN COLLECTION LIDDED BOX &amp; CANAPE PLATE - 2 ITEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>HOLIDAY NUTCRACKERS - 3 ITEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296</td>
<td>LASER PRINT PEACOCK &amp; PARROT PRINTS &amp; METAL MAGAZINE HOLDER - 3 ITEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>WICKER &amp; IRON MAGAZINE RACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>IRON MAGAZINE RACK W/ HORSE THEMED DECORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>COLORFUL FALL DOOR DECORATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>MAISTO &quot;1948 CHEVROLET FLEETMASTER (WOODY) IN THE BOX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>